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ally printed pressure sensor arrays
from hysteresis-less stretchable piezoresistive
composites†

Jong Hyun Kang,‡ab Ju Young Kim,‡a Yejin Jo,ac Hyun-Suk Kim,b

Sung Mook Jung, a Su Yeon Lee, a Youngmin Choi*ac and Sunho Jeong *d

In this study, we formulate three-dimensionally (3D) printable composite pastes employing electrostatically

assembled-hybrid carbon and a polystyrene-polyisoprene-polystyrene tri-block copolymer elastomer for

the fabrication of multi-stack printed piezoresistive pressure sensor arrays. To address a critical drawback

of piezoresistive composite materials, we have developed a previously unrecognized strategy of

incorporating a non-ionic amphiphilic surfactant, sorbitan trioleate, into composite materials. It is

revealed that the surfactant with an appropriate amphiphilic property, represented by the hydrophilic-

lipophilic balance (HLB) index of 1.8, allows for a reversible piezoresistive characteristic under a wide

pressure range up to 30 kPa as well as a significant reduction of elastomer viscoelastic behavior. The

3D-printed pressure sensor arrays exhibit a sensitivity of 0.31 kPa�1 in a linear trend, and it is

demonstrated successfully that the position-addressable array device is capable of spatially detecting

objects up to a pressure level of 22.1 kPa.
Introduction

Flexible pressure sensors are capable of collecting signicant
physical data to meet specic demands from the human body
and in the processes by which humans interact with their
external surroundings.1,2 Recently, this capability has opened
up the practical possibility of various future applications,
including human–machine interfaces, so robotics, e-skin, and
medical diagnosis.3–11 Traditional pressure sensors, which are
composed of stiff constituent materials, are in general
impracticable for such exible/wearable platform technologies.
A variety of exible pressure sensors have been developed with
a great improvement in performance, most importantly in
terms of sensitivity and measurable pressure range.12–21

The exible pressure sensors developed to date can be
categorized by their measurable characteristics of capacitance,
piezoresistivity, and piezoelectricity. Among them, capacitance-
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based pressure sensors have been widely developed, with
a distinct advantage in terms of both sensitivity and resolu-
tion;12–14 but, they require accurate measurement systems for
gathering capacitance signals ranging a few tens of pF and
might be implemented with complex readout units in practical
applications. In the case of piezoresistive pressure sensors,
electrical signals can be collected over a wide detection range by
simply measuring pressure-dependent variation in either
current or resistance. Simply, there are different two modes. In
a “type I” mode, a partially-interconnected conductive frame-
work inside pre-formed structures or porous composites is
varied as a function of applied pressure, which regulates
conductive pathways, increasing the current level under
a provision of pressure.15–17 However, these devices tend to
suffer from non-linear characteristics in sensitivity. Recently, it
was reported that such a limited behavior is resolved with
a specic structural strategy of, for example, increasing the
number of sensing layers.18 The operation mechanism of the
“type II” mode is similar to that of piezoresistive strain sensor
devices. When an external pressure is applied to stretchable
sensor layers, the stretchable conductive networks inside them
are reconstructed with a proportional increment in resistance
as a function of pressure level.19 This type of device possesses
practical advantages over its counterparts in terms of a moder-
ately high sensitivity, a wide detection range, and a simple
device architecture; however, there are the critical drawbacks of
poor reversibility and a hysteresis, attributable to the intrinsic
viscoelastic property of elastomeric materials. Piezoelectric
pressure sensor devices are applicable to self-powered
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002 | 39993
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circuitries;20,21 however, due to the intrinsic nature of piezo-
electricity, a static pressure signal is not obtainable without the
aid of other measurement units, and a chemical design for
endowing inorganic ceramic materials with exibility should be
taken into consideration.

Another issue that is of paramount importance in practical
applications, is a processability in the fabrication of position-
addressable pressure sensor arrays. To date, most pressure
sensor arrays have been fabricated with vacuum-deposited
electrode layers and mask-based patterning tech-
niques.14,18,19,22,23 Alternatively, mold-based so-patterning
techniques have been suggested for easy accessibility toward
a facile patterning process.24,25 Considering the dimensions of
objects that are prone to be detected in pressure sensor appli-
cations, a printing technique that is mask-free, inexpensive,
large-area processable, is more appropriate for the fabrication
of pressure sensor devices; however, directly-printed pressure
sensor arrays have been rarely reported due to the difficulty of
formulating printable uids that can form highly-functioning
sensing layers.

In this study, we have formulated three-dimensionally
printable (3D-printable) composite pastes for “type II” mode-
piezoresistive pressure sensor arrays. Irreversible behavior,
a critical impediment in elastomeric material, is resolved
through an approach of incorporating a surfactant with
a specic chemical property. It is revealed clearly that a revers-
ible behavior of piezoelectric composite materials is adjustable
depending on the kind of surfactant and the relative amount of
surfactant. As a conductive moiety, hybrid carbons were
synthesized from non-destructively amine-functionalizedmulti-
walled carbon nanotubes (NH2MWNTs) and graphene oxides
(GOs). A mixture of surfactant-mediated elastomer and hybrid
carbons is formulated into 3D-printable paste, with a charac-
teristic rheological property suitable for forming vertically-
stackable structures. The 3D-printed pressure sensor array is
demonstrated on pre-structured polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
substrate, with an excellent sensitivity of 0.31 kPa�1 in a wide
range up to 30 kPa, enough to detect most human daily
activities.

Results and discussion

The preparation procedures of the 3D-printable piezoresistive
sensor paste and the 3D printing process are shown in Scheme
1. Hybrid carbons were synthesized from electrostatically-
driven assemblies between negatively-charged GOs and
positively-charged NH2MWNTs in an aqueous medium. The
NH2MWNTs were synthesized through a non-destructive
method without the involvement of the conventional acid-
based surface activation process. The N,N0-di(2-aminoethyl)-
perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (AE-PTDI), synthe-
sized by reacting perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride
(PTDA) with ethylenediamine, was immobilized on the surfaces
of the MWNTs via a strong p–p stacking interaction.26,27 The
synthesized hybrid carbon was used as a ller in piezoresistive
composites. The piezoresistive performance of a hybrid carbon
material varies predominantly according to the ratio of
39994 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002
NH2MWNT to GO.28 A hybrid carbon ller with a ratio of 9 was
used in this study because it lacks free NH2MWNTs outside the
regime of GOs and shows a more reversible piezoresistive
response.28 The SIS (styrene-isoprene-styrene) thermoplastic tri-
block copolymer was chosen as an elastomeric matrix; the
presence of isoprene segment with a glass transition tempera-
ture below �60 �C allows for a low elastic modulus and an
excellent adhesion property.29 Notably, a non-ionic amphiphilic
surfactant, sorbitan trioleate (STO), sorbitan monooleate
(SMO), or sorbitan monolaurate (SML), was incorporated to
further lower the elastic modulus of the elastomeric matrix and
to adjust the reversible movement of carbon llers in compos-
ites. Then, the highly viscous, 3D-printable pastes were formu-
lated with the addition of a small amount of solvent, 1,3-
dichlorobenzene (DCB), and were printed along the surface of
three-dimensional structures for the fabrication of the piezor-
esistive pressure sensor arrays.

At rst, the electrical characteristics of the sensor layers were
evaluated except the involvement of processing parameters. The
carbon composite pastes were printed on (tridecauoro-1,1,2,2-
tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane-treated hydrophobic glass
substrates, and the detached printed layers were transferred
onto well structures, which were fabricated by a 3D stereo-
lithography (SLA) printing process. Both ends of the sensor
layers were electrically connected by Cu wires with commercial
silver epoxy pastes, as shown in Fig. 1a. The composite layers
including pristine, STO-added, SMO-added, and SML-added SIS
elastomeric matrix are denoted as P-SIS, STO–SIS, SMO–SIS,
and SML–SIS, respectively. For the case of the P-SIS sensor,
various abnormal piezoresistive responses were observed
(Fig. 1b): (i) an electrical response not being recovered
completely, (ii) a delay in resistance signal when the external
pressure starts to decrease, and (iii) a noisy signal background
in overall measurements. In piezoresistive sensors, abnormal
resistance signals that do not precisely reect a variation in
stress or strain, aremainly attributable to the viscoelastic nature
of elastomeric matrix surrounding conductive llers and the
irreversible transformation of conductive networks in the
composite layers.30,31 Interestingly, as shown in the case of the
STO–SIS sensor, such non-ideal behaviors were resolved clearly
by the addition of a non-ionic amphiphilic STO surfactant with
a composition of 30 wt% (Fig. 1c). The STO comprises three
bulky hydrophobic chains and a hydrophilic core chemical
moiety. It is observed that a resistance base line goes up slightly
even in the STO–SIS device with increasing a pressure level. A
reversible behavior of elastomer by an addition of STO surfac-
tant, will be discussed in this study. It is speculated that such an
increment in base line can be associated with a spatial move-
ment of conductive llers. Recently, we reported a reversible
orientation of metallic ake is adjustable with an addition of
non-ionic amphiphilic surfactant in the composite material for
stretchable conductor.32 Thus, it is highly believed that by an
addition of appropriate surfactant, both of impediments in
piezoresistive composite materials were almost resolved, but
a subtle degree of abnormal behavior remains in the STO–SIS
sensor device. A sensitivity as high as 0.2 kPa�1 and a linearity of
0.98 were measured under pressure levels up to 30 kPa (Fig. 1d).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Scheme 1 Schematics of preparation procedures of hysteresis-less piezoresistive composite pastes and 3D printing process for the fabrication
of pressure sensor array devices.
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Alternatively, other common elastomers, such as poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Ecoex can be used as an elas-
tomeric matrix. The elastic moduli for PDMS (pre-
polymer : cross-linking agent ¼ 10 : 1 w/w) and Ecoex were
measured to be 0.7 and 0.04 MPa, respectively. Both PDMS and
Ecoex can be incorporated in the form of pre-polymer (prior to
cross-linking reaction); thus, the preparation of highly-viscous
composite pastes is much easier without critical troubles in
dissolving polymers in a small amount of solvent. However,
while the composite paste is prepared and the printing process
is carried out, cross-linking reactions proceed at a sluggish
reaction rate even at room temperature, and this results in an
uncontrollable variation in rheological properties. The rheo-
logical properties of thick uids vary unpredictably depending
on the degree of polymerization of surrounding matrix. In
addition, even when the sensor devices are prepared from
PDMS-based composite pastes, non-ideal behaviors are
observed similar to the case of SIS device (Fig. S1†).

It is believed that a reversible transformation of carbon ller
networks is manifested more in the STO–SIS elastomeric
matrix. In the P-SIS composite layers, both the elastomeric
matrix and hybrid carbon network have a hydrophobic nature
and interact with each other with lowmixing enthalpy; thus, the
hybrid carbon llers are not freely movable with an instant
response when the sensor layer is stretched and released
repeatedly at a certain level of pressure. The STO, a kind of non-
ionic amphiphilic surfactant, can act as a lubricant in an
interfacial regime between a hybrid carbon ller and an SIS
elastomer. While bulky hydrophobic chains of STO would
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
interact with both hydrophobic constituent materials, a hydro-
philic chemical moiety can be positioned between hydrophobic
surroundings, preventing direct chemical interaction between
a hybrid carbon ller and an elastomeric matrix. When less STO
was added with a composition of 10 wt%, non-ideal behaviors
were not suppressed completely (Fig. S2a†). When a greater
amount of STO was incorporated with a composition of 50 wt%,
most non-ideal behaviors vanished with a clear instant
response; however, a clear resistance signal was not obtainable
at pressure levels over 1.9 kPa due to the insufficient elasticity of
the elastomeric matrix (Fig. S2b†). The critical chemical struc-
tural role of non-ionic amphiphilic surfactant is claried with
a comparative study using more hydrophilic surfactant, sorbi-
tan monolaurate (SML). The hydrophilic-lipophilic balance
(HLB) indexes are 1.8 and 8.6 for STO and SML, respectively.
The noisy signals were eliminated to some extent in the SML–
SIS sensor (30 wt% SML-added), but the electrical response still
did not recover instantaneously to original level when the
external pressure was released (Fig. S3†). It is speculated that
a sufficient amount of hydrophobic fragments is required along
with a presence of hydrophilic segments to allow an intact
interaction with the hydrophobic hybrid carbon ller and the
elastomeric polymer. When a moderately hydrophobic surfac-
tant, sorbitan monooleate (SMO), with an HLB index of 4.3 was
tested as another control experiment, the resistance-signal
showed greater improvement than the cases of SML–SIS
devices (Fig. S4†).

The sensitivity of the pressure sensor devices was also
improved by the addition of STO to the elastomeric matrix. The
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002 | 39995



Fig. 1 (a) Schematic and photograph showing the measurement procedure of flat pressure sensor devices; resistance signal as a function of
pressure level for (b) P-SIS and (c) 30 wt% STO–SIS flat pressure sensor devices. For the case of P-SIS device, over the pressure level of 10 kPa, the
abnormal behaviors became severe and a reproducible measurement was hardly obtainable; (d) values in resistance signal depending on the
pressure level for 30 wt% STO–SIS flat pressure sensor device; (e) variation in elastic modulus for the P-SIS film and the STO–SIS films with
various compositions of STO in SIS elastomer matrix.
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sensitivities were evaluated to be 0.08 and 0.2 kPa�1 for the P-
SIS and STO–SIS devices, respectively. This is attributable to
a signicant reduction in the elastic modulus of the surfactant-
added elastomeric matrix. As seen in Fig. 1e, the elastic
modulus decreased signicantly as a function of STO compo-
sition in the elastomeric matrix. The elastic modulus was
measured as 0.34 MPa when the 30 wt%-STO surfactant was
added, while the pristine SIS lm has an elastic modulus of
3.2 MPa. The use of a soer elastomeric matrix allows for elastic
deformation at a higher strain level under a given pressure level,
enabling the operation of more sensitive pressure sensor
39996 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002
devices. Thermoplastic elastomeric block-copolymers, such as
SIS, are generally composed of a so segment with a low glass
transition temperature (Tg) and a hard segment with a high Tg.
For the SIS, the glass transition temperatures of polyisoprene
and polystyrene are �67 and 100 �C, respectively. When the
thermoplastic elastomer is stretched and released, the so
segment, a partially melt phase at room temperature, is
extended and recovered.33 Thus, as the fraction of the so
segment increases, the elastic modulus tends to decrease
according to the relative composition of the so segment. For
example, the elastic moduli of SIS lms with 78, 83, and 86%-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 2 Stress–strain curves in the first, second, and tenth repeated measurements for (a) P-SIS, (b) 30 wt% SML–SIS, (c) 30 wt% STO–SIS, and (d)
10, 30, and 50 wt% STO–SIS films; (e) resistance signal for 792-times repeatedmeasurements at a pressure of 30 kPa for the 30 wt% STO–SIS flat
pressure sensor device.
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isoprene segment are 3.2, 1.1, and 0.8 MPa, respectively
(Fig. S5†). It is believed that the addition of a non-ionic
surfactant as a non-volatile liquid phase endows more so-
ness to SIS lms, acting as another so segment in thermo-
plastic polymers. The viscosities of SML and STO are 5349 and
215 cP, respectively (Fig. S6†); thus, it is believed that the
incorporation of viscous uid would allow a more signicant
reduction in elastic modulus.

The instantaneous reversible response observable in STO–
SIS sensors is also attributable to the well-controlled viscoelas-
ticity of the elastomeric matrix. As seen in Fig. 2a, the thermo-
plastic elastomers with a low elastic modulus suffered from
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
a hysteresis behavior in the stress–strain curve. This indicates
that even aer tensile stress is released completely, it undergoes
an undesirable elongation in the stretching direction. Such
a residual elongation recovers in a time-dependent fashion.
Because of such a limited property, conductive networks in
thermoplastic elastomeric matrix are not transformed revers-
ibly along an either externally applied stress or strain. It is
observed clearly that such a viscoelastic property is suppressed
efficiently, along with the aforementioned reduction in elastic
modulus, by the addition of non-ionic amphiphilic surfactants
to thermoplastic elastomers (Fig. 2b and c). The values of
dimensional elongation aer the rst cycle were 3%, 2% and
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002 | 39997



Fig. 3 (a) Storagemodulus vs. stress curve for 3D-printable piezoresistive composite paste; (b) photographs of upright and suspended structures
printed from 3D-printable piezoresistive composite paste; (c) schematic showing sequential printing processes for the fabrication of pressure
sensor array device; (d) schematic and photograph of a single unit in 3D-printed array device; (e) photograph of the 3D-printed array device.
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0% for the P-SIS, SML–SIS, STO–SIS lms, respectively. In the
cases of P-SIS and SML–SIS lms, such irreversible deformation
was accumulated with increasing the number of cycling test at
a strain level of 0.2, whereas the STO–SIS lm exhibited much
more improved reversible deformation. The degree of irrevers-
ible dimensional elongation was adjustable depending on the
composition of surfactant in STO–SIS elastomeric matrix
(Fig. 2d). The values in dimensional elongation aer the rst
and tenth cycles were 3% and 2.7% for 10 wt% STO–SIS lms,
while the dimension was not ever changed even aer 10 cycles
for 30 and 50 wt% STO–SIS lms. The cycling stability of STO–
SIS sensor devices is conrmed in Fig. 2e and S7.†

To formulate 3D-printable composite pastes, we regulated
the solvent composition to be 46 wt%. The storage modulus of
15 613 Pa was measured for the 3D-printable paste (Fig. 3a). It
has been reported that a storage modulus over 104 Pa is high
enough to maintain printed structures in forming 3D-
stackcable architectures.34 As seen in the inset image, the
formulated paste did not ow downward according to gravita-
tional force, owing to its thick rheological property. By virtue of
39998 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002
its 3D-structural capability, an upright straight line with an
aspect ratio of 46.1 was easily formed with a single vertical-
movement of the nozzle, and suspended lines were formed in
the well with a spacing ranging from 4 to 10 mm (Fig. 3b). The
invariant dimension of the suspended printed lines was
conrmed by measuring the linewidth at various positions
(Fig. S8†). The variation in linewidth was recorded to be 6.3%.
In the fabrication of the printed pressure sensor arrays, 3D-
printed inter-connection lines and 3D-structured sensor layers
were printed on pre-dened PDMS substrates, as seen in Fig. 3c.
A mixture of silver ake, SIS, and DCB was used as a printable
conductive paste. Ag electrodes were 3D-printed along the side
walls of each unit and the bottom surface in pre-dened PDMS
substrates (Movie S1†). The insulator for separating inter-
bridging inter-connection lines was sequentially printed over
Ag electrode lines (Movie S2†). The multi-stack printable insu-
lator paste was formulated from a mixture of SIS and DCB.
Overlying inter-connection lines were printed again over the
pre-printed insulator parts by adjusting the movement of the
nozzle along the z-axis to maintain the nozzle height from either
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 (a) Values in resistance signal and (b) variation in resistance signal as a function of a pressure level in the 3D-printed array device; spatial
distribution in resistance signal for the objects with values in pressure of (c) 2.1, (d) 11.2, and (e) 22.1 kPa, and (f) a piece of paper with a weight of
0.03 g.
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the substrate or the insulator layer (Movie S3†). Uniformity of
the electrical conductance was conrmed by the consistency of
resistance at each position in the completely printed inter-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
connection lines (Fig. S9†). Finally, the piezoresistive sensor
parts were printed in each unit comprising two straight support
lines and the four-layer stacked rectangular pillar structure
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002 | 39999
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(Movie S4†). Photographs of the 3D-printed sensor part in one
unit and complete pressure sensor arrays are shown in Fig. 3d
and e. All printing processes were carried out in air, and all of
the printed layers were dried at 80 �C prior to the next printing
process.

For multi-stack printed sensor arrays, a sensitivity of 0.31
kPa�1 was measured at a measurable pressure range up to 30
kPa (Fig. 4a), with an evolution of the signal distinguishable
clearly at each pressure level (Fig. 4b). In the pressure sensor
devices developed in this study, the electrical signal generation
can be adjusted through the variation of architectural factors,
such as the height, width, and shape of the pillar structure, in
the printed sensor part. Thus, it is believed that the pressure-
dependent piezoresistive performance would be improved
more with further study for structuring more sensitive sensor
layers. The long-term stability was also conrmed through
repeated tests at a pressure of 30 kPa (see Fig. S10 and S11,
ESI†). To demonstrate the potential of the proposed sensor
arrays for practical applications, we placed lightweight objects
on a part of units in all-printed pressure sensor arrays. The
objects were fabricated by an SLA printing process with weights
of 0.78, 4.14, and 8.2 g, which were converted with the values in
pressure of 2.1, 11.2, an 22.1 kPa, respectively. As seen in
Fig. 4c–e, the resistance signal increased with heavier objects
and was measurable clearly on the right position where the
objects were placed. As another demonstration, a piece of
paper, with a thickness of 0.1 mm and a weight of 0.03 g, was
placed on a part of the sensor arrays (Fig. 4f). It was clearly
observed that position-addressable resistance signals evolve
under a tiny pressure on the specic positions where the paper
substrate was located.

Conclusions

We formulated the 3D-printable composite pastes for the facile
fabrication of piezoresistive pressure sensor arrays. It was
revealed that the abnormal behaviors of piezoelectric composite
materials can be resolved with the addition of a non-ionic
amphiphilic surfactant, sorbitan trioleate, with an HLB value
of 1.8. 3D-printed pressure sensor arrays were fabricated by
sequential printing of the Ag interconnection line, SIS insulator
part, and multi-stacked carbon sensor layer. It was demon-
strated that the pressure sensor array exhibits the sensitivity of
0.31 kPa�1 in a linear trend up to a pressure level of 30 kPa,
enabling the detection of spatial pressure distribution in the
arrays from objects with the weight of 0.03 g and values in
pressure from 2.1 to 22.1 kPa.

Experimental section
Raw materials

Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride (97%, Aldrich),
methylene chloride (99.5%, Samchun), triethylamine (99%,
Samchun), ethylenediamine ($99%, Aldrich), multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWNTs, 97%, length: about �1 mm,
Applied Carbon Nano Co. Ltd.), toluene (99.5%, Samchun), 1,3-
dichlorobenzene (DCB, $98.0%, Alfa), Ag ake (SF120, Ames
40000 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 39993–40002
Advanced Materials Corporation), polystyrene-polyisoprene-
polystyrene (SIS, styrene 22%, 12 poise @ 25 wt% in toluene,
Aldrich), sorbitan trioleate (STO, Showa), sorbitan monooleate
(SMO, Showa), sorbitan monolaurate (SML, Showa), and
(tridecauoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane (Gelest)
were purchased and used as-received without further purica-
tion procedures.
Synthesis of hybrid carbons as conductive moiety

Graphene oxides (GOs) were synthesized by a modied
Hummers' method. For synthesizing amine-functionalized
MWNTs (NH2MWNTs), 0.7 g of perylene-3,4,9,10-
tetracarboxylic dianhydride (kept overnight in a vacuum at
200 �C prior to use) was mixed with 2.8 g of MWNTs, 700 mL of
methylene chloride, 140 mL of triethylamine, and 28 mL of
ethylenediamine. Then, the mixture was sonicated for 1 h and
stirred vigorously for 24 h. The NH2MWNT samples were dried
in a vacuum overnight. The synthesized NH2MWNTs were
dispersed in DI water by sonication and then mixed with the GO
solution by homogenization. The NH2MWNT/GO ratio was 9 by
weight. The carbon hybrid precipitates obtained by centrifuga-
tion were dried overnight at 80 �C in a vacuum and then
annealed at 400 �C for 2 h under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Preparation of 3D-printable piezoresistive sensor pastes

The polystyrene-polyisoprene-polystyrene (SIS) dissolved in 1,3-
dichlorobenzene (DCB) was mixed with surfactant, sorbitan
trioleate (STO), sorbitan monooleate (SMO), or sorbitan mon-
olaurate (SML). The weight ratio of surfactant/(surfactant + SIS)
was regulated to be 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. The hybrid carbons were
mixed with the surfactant-added SIS–DCB solution using
a planetary centrifugal mixer (THINKY Mixer, ARE-310). The
solid loading of hybrid carbons and SIS in pastes was 43 and
54 wt% for at and three-dimensionally printed sensor layers,
respectively.
Preparation of 3D-printable electrode pastes

The Ag akes were mixed with the polystyrene-polyisoprene-
polystyrene (SIS) dissolved in 1,3-dichlorobenzene (DCB),
using a planetary centrifugal mixer (THINKY Mixer, ARE-310).
The solid loading of Ag ake and SIS was 84 wt%, and the
composition ratio of Ag ake/(Ag ake + SIS) was 92 wt%.
Fabrication of at pressure sensor devices

Glass substrates were oxygen-plasma-treated for 5 min and
treated chemically to have a hydrophobic surface with
(tridecauoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane. Printing
was conducted with a 3 axis-programmable dispenser (Image
Master 350PC Smart, Musashi). The sensor pastes were printed
on hydrophobic-treated glass substrates by a nozzle with an
inner diameter of 250 mm. The printed layers were dried at 80 �C
for 2 h. The samples were detached from the hydrophobic glass
substrates and were placed on pre-dened well structures
(fabricated using 3D printer (Form 2, Formlabs)). Both ends of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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the sensor layers were connected with Cu wire using Ag epoxy
resin (CW2400, Chemtronics).

Fabrication of 3D-printed pressure sensor arrays

The template was formed using a 3D printer (Form 2, Formlabs)
and was treated to have a hydrophobic surface with Teon
release agent (Ease Release® 200, Mann Formulated Products,
Inc.). The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184A, a ratio of
pre-polymer to cross-linking agent is 10/1 by weight) was poured
into the template, followed by a 2-step curing process at 80 �C
for 2 h and at 120 �C for 1 h. The resulting PDMS structured-
substrates were oxygen-plasma-treated for 20 min. The Ag
paste was printed with the 3 axis-programmable dispenser. The
inner diameter of the nozzles was 200 mm. The insulator paste,
prepared by dissolving the SIS in DCB with a concentration of
32 wt%, was then printed sequentially by the nozzle with an
inner diameter of 250 mm. Finally, Ag electrodes were printed to
complete the formation of the overall interconnection lines,
and then the sensor paste was printed by a nozzle with an inner
diameter of 250 mm. The printed layers were dried identically at
80 �C for 2 h. All terminals in the array devices were connected
with Cu wires and Ag epoxy resins.

Characterization

The electrical signal of the sensor devices was recorded with
a digital source meter (2450, Keithley) equipped with a buffer
program for high-speed measurement. The stress–strain curves
were obtained with a force gauge (M7-2, Mark-10, USA) and
a motorized test stand (ESM 303, Mark-10, USA). The rheolog-
ical properties of the printable pastes were evaluated with
a rheometer (MCR 101, Anton Paar).
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